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“Dear me, this old man is definitely in the third grade ultimate god level!” As the battle began, one of 

the onlookers exclaimed in fright and was shocked to his core. 

 

“This is great! There are at least two masters in the third-grade ultimate god-level from the White and 

Cabello family. We will definitely win this time. As long as these elders in the first-grade ultimate god 

level and Angus Moseley in the second-grade ultimate god-level from the Hall of Divine Royal are killed, 

their people would lose all will to fight!” Hope started burning in Harry’s heart again when he saw how 

Kenneth killed those masters in the first-grade ultimate god-level one by one with his punches. He, who 

was once filled with despair, had an ecstatic expression on his face. 

 

“Yes, sect master, we have been rescued. Kill, kill all of them! Haha… jackie and the others are really 

strong and they’ve never disappointed us!” The old lady in the first-grade ultimate god-level from the 

Divine King Sect was extremely excited at this moment. The feeling of recovering from a seemingly 

impossible situation was really a lamentable one. 

 

“Yes, kill them! Kill all of them!” Harry, who saw the: opportunity to stay alive, waved his sword and 

yelled loudly. “These people even wanted us to surrender. Do I, Harry Yeager, look like I will surrender 

so easily? Even if I die in this battle here today, I would not surrender to these people. Everybody, attack 

them and avenge our members who died previously!” 

 

“Oh my god, there’s more than one third-grade ultimate god-level master here. The Second Elder of the 

White family is also a master in the third-grade ultimate god level. Dear me, this is serious!” Soon, 

somebody else discovered something and exclaimed again. 

 

“Why do they have so many people at the ultimate god-level? On top of that, the butler of the White 

family is also in the third-grade ultimate god-level. How can we win against them?” The people from the 

Hall of Divine Royal were soon in desperation. Their masters in the first-grade ultimate god-level were 

unable to defeat those people at that moment. 



 “Run!” Angus was so frightened when he saw several people in the first-grade ultimate god-level were 

killed that his face turned pale. He turned around and: yelled loudly before he was prepared to escape. 

Only a pale shadow of his figure was left as he ran, ignoring the fate of others. 

 

However, another shadow traveled more speedily and arrived before him within several moves, 

stopping him from escaping. 

 

“You must be suicidal!” When he saw that it was jackie, Angus tightened his fist and Chi surged over his 

fist as he punched toward jackie. 

 “Humph?” jackie humphed coldly and also raised his fist, meeting the attack with a punch. 

 

“You don’t even plan to use your Chi?” Angus’s heart dropped when he saw how jackie did not even use 

Chi with his attack. However, there was not enough time for him to think about it, and could only meet 

the attack with his punch. 

 

He was extremely puzzled by what was happening. Could it be that jackie was also in the Third-grade 

ultimate god level? However, was this not too much for a person in the Third-grade ultimate god level? 

 

Boom! 

 

Just as he was puzzled by what was going on, their fists met with each other’s. The strong power in 

jackie’ s body directly broke Angus’s arm and sent him flying backward before landing onto the ground 

with a thud. He died after vomiting several mouthfuls of blood. 

 

“Oh my god! What…what’s the fighting prowess of this guy? His combat power is really strong!” Harry 

happened to see this scene and he was so frightened that he stuttered when he spoke. 


